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ABSTRACT:

The research paper is deals with the use of imagery and figurative language in Wordsworth’s poems. The main purpose behind the research provides information students to get ideas of imagery and figurative language for their study.
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BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY:

Literature produces a true creative activity. According to Oxford dictionary, the definition of literature includes piece of writing that are valued as work of art, especially prose, drama, and poetry. One type of English literature which is quite well known to be among all is poetry. Poetry is one of three types of literary works, poetry itself is influenced by many factors which is assist the poetry in order to become more meaningful and interesting to be heard and read. Those factors are involved in poetry are figurative languages, symbols, imagery, senses, and rhyme. Poetry is an imaginative awareness of experience expressed through meaning, sound, and rhythmic language choices as if evokes an emotional response. Poetry itself had it great development in romanticism period or Elizabethan period. Knickerbocker and Renninger, (1963: 307) shay that “poetry is the hymns of praise, and the essays on the nature of poetry would check the shelves of any modest public library and overflow onto the floors as well good talk about poetry is nevertheless rare, and even the best of it will rest lightly on fallow ground until we ourselves have learned how to penetrate the inner life of a few poems. Poem is a medium not only to express the feeling of the poets but also make us enter into these feelings about the things, persons, situation or idea in the poem. Poetry is a give entertainment, satisfaction, pleasure and enjoyment to the reader.

There are a lot of things that can be discussed in a poem, but this the writing analysis concentrates only on the analysis of the figurative language used in the poem. Figurative language is defined as a certain literary device which is commonly applied by the author to gain strength and freshness of their literary works expression. Figurative language is also called metaphor language or simply metaphor because its Greek ancestor “metaphoric” means to carry meaning.

beyond its literary meaning. This study was focused in analyzing the types of imagery and figurative language that occur in two poems 'The world is too much with us' and 'My heart leaps up' written by William Wordsworth’s. It is considered as an important this to know what actually the meanings are containing within the poems. It was useless if just read the poems without understanding what actually the poems wants to convey to the readers. That is why we need to analyze imagery and figurative language more deeply.

PROBLEMS OF THE STUDY:

The relevant problem discussed in this study is formulated as follows: What are the functions of figurative language used in Wordsworth’s poems 'the world is too much with us' and 'my heart leaps up'.

AIMS OF THE STUDY:

The general aim of this writing is to apply theories related to poetry in order to get better understanding to identify and describe the types of imagery and figurative language in Wordsworth’s poems 'the world is too much with us' and 'my heart leaps up'.

RESEARCH METHOD:

A method is a systematic procedure in analyzing an object of research in accordance with the approach which is used. Methodology is very important part in developing scientific research. Research is an exploration of experience and fundamental procedure, sometimes formal and technical. Research method is the ways of procedures of understanding the objects that become the target of subjects. The method in this study was included as follows: Data Source, Method and Technique of Collecting Data, Method and Technique of Analyzing Data. According to analysis, the data in this study was taken from a poem written by William Wordsworth’s, The world is too much with us and My heart leaps up. The poem was taken from the book written by Knickerbocker and Reninger entitled Interpreting Literature published by Henry Holt and Company, United States of America in March 1957. The data that was analyzed in this study is considered as primary data. This study was focused on imagery and figurative language in the poems. The reason of choosing these poems because they are containing lots of imagery and figurative language that supports the theory that was used in the analysis.

ANALYSIS AND RESULT:

Function of Imagery and figurative language:

a. Visual Imagery:

Imagery is the name given to the elements in a poem that spark off the senses. Despite 'image' being a synonym for 'picture', images need not be only visual; any of the five senses (sight, hearing, touch, taste, and smell) can respond to what a poet writes. Poets combine the use of language and a specific structure to create imaginative and expressive work. The structures used in
some poems types are also used when considering the visual effect of a finished poem. The structures of many types of poetry result in groups of lines on the page which increase the poem's composition. The visual imagery is given the reader an ability to form mental images of things or events imagery, the ability to form mental images of things or events in the poem.

b. Auditory Imagery:

Imagery is a literary element most commonly employed in poetry and fiction. Poetry is piece of literature written by a poet in line or stanza expressing any emotions which are expressed by the use of using of techniques including auditory imagery. It is used to represent sound; auditory imagery is using a description to convey sounds to the reader.

c. Kinesthetic Imagery:

The uses of kinesthetic imagery in Wordsworth’s poems are in several first lines. Kinesthetic imagery is a broad term that is used to describe various emotions. It includes sense of touch, movement, feeling and temperature, internal emotions and physical interactions, refers to movement or tension external to the speaker in the poem. In other words, it describes outside movement or tension rather than internal.

d. The function of Paradox:

Paradox in poetry serves to create tension in the readers' minds by placing words or phrases together so that they first do not seem to follow the rules of logic or accepted truth. This use of contradiction in language often causes a reader to think on a deeper level about the implied meaning of such a contradictory statement. Authors who effectively use paradoxical wording reveal some element of truth within an apparently untrue statement. Paradox in poetry is sometimes structured differently than in prose literature, and it can often have multiple layers of meaning expressed in fewer words. This is found in the poem’s William Wordsworth’s, it to make reader more interested in the meaning of the line they have read, and the find out the deeper meaning which can give them an answer to carries a great sense, the surface meaning which to be illogical. On the other hand, this type of figurative language also since it contain things which very absurd, but also artistic at the same time, as found in this poem.

e. The function of Personification:

The use of personification which is found in poetry William Wordsworth’s is mostly noticed to be used to give a more expressive, dramatic and emotional effect to the poem. The use this type of figurative language which is known to give human characteristics to non-human entities, give a special sense in terms that it makes everything seem to tend human like. Within a poem personification is also a type of metaphor in which distinct human qualities, such us, honesty, emotion, volition, are attributed to an animal, object or idea in this poem Wordsworth’s want to indicate the
reader an idea.

f. The function of Simile:

The order type of figurative language found in this poem is simile, which has also appeared in the several lines in Wordsworth’s poem. The use of simile gives the reader a description of the author’s imagination, enables them to imagine how an event has happened in the story carried in the poem. Simile also to a figure of speech in which a comparison is expressed by the specific use of a word or phrase such as: 'like' and 'as'.

g. The function of Hyperbole:

Hyperbole a sentence bold, deliberate overstatement not intended to be taken literally; it is used as a means of emphasizing the truth of a statement. This is relatively rare in Frost. He has a penchant for fact and truth. The use of hyperbole in this poems is to give a greet effect caused by the exaggeration contained in this figure. In this poem the use of hyperbole is mainly to emphasize how meaning full the events which we told in the poem actually are. The poet wishes the reader to feel involved and to get the emotion of the poem by using these exaggerations as found in several lines in poem William Wordsworth’s.

h. The function of Metaphor:

Metaphor can also be found in the line in Wordsworth’s poems, metaphor is an implied comparison, or an expression that is use in a new sense, on the basis of similarity between it is literal sense and the new thing or situation to which it is applied, with “like” or “as” or for the A figure of speech in which a comparison is made between two things essentially unalike, and goes on to the profuldest thinking that we have. Poetry provides the one permissible way of saying one thing and meaning another. Here in this line the metaphor is used to imply the sigh which is same like melody when it heard in yearning and long.

Conclusion:

In the first poems entitled 'The World Is Too Much with Us', of which the theme is about materialism versus nature. 'The World Is Too Much with Us' begins with Wordsworth accusing the modern age of having lost its connection to nature and everything meaningful to the harsh realities of materialism and industrialization.

Wordsworth’s read the text well and everything symbolized by referent nature was adopted by was as in life. Wordsworth tells the story of humanities progress at the cost of preserving nature throughout the sonnet.

In the second poems entitled 'My Heart Leaps Up' in this poem poet describes about the nature that he is seeing from his childhood. The poet compares childhood to be the father of man. He says that child is the father of man who means that sometimes child is wiser than man. This shows that childhood has a great influence on man's whole life. It is the base of manhood. He believes that the foundations of manhood are...
laid in childhood. They are not wise always but when they are small they are deeply learned in nature and does not speak lie.
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